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ION PEN: Design and bui ld  a  pen that  las ts  a  l i fe  t ime. . .

The ION Pen is launching on Kickstarter on 19/11/2019 at 13:30 GMT and is Charles Lethaby’s first 
product outside of lighting. ION is a range of range of luxurious fountain pens meticulously engineered in 
titanium, stainless steel, brass and aluminum. Striking simplicity and clean geometric lines make it a must 
have for every day carry [EDC]. 

Charles Lethaby intends to create the worlds first fully interchangeable stationery brand that allows you to 
customise your writing instrument and accessories by combining components in a range of materials and 
finishes to create your perfect EDC. Choose from an off the shelf range or go custom!

We are already in the process of developing more accessories such as pocket clips and other cool 
components to accessorise with.  We aim to release a roller ball version in 2020 that will fit with the 
existing components and will only require two additional components. 

In return for your support on Kickstarter we are offering discounts of up to 35% of the RRP. You can 
choose an off the shelf ION PEN in a single material with the choice of two cap types or you can select 
components individually to create a completely unique design.







There are no “mass production” techniques used in the construction of this pen … no pressing … no 
folding … no casting which leads to sensational finishes.

The ION PEN is made up of six components … each one precision machined from one piece of material. 
The entire pen can be disassembled and assembled without any special tools and allows you to fully 
customise your pen by selecting a range of components in different materials and finishes. 





NOTES TO THE EDITORS

   Since launching his brand at 100% Design in 2015 Charles Lethaby has released over 130 products which are now 
stocked internationally in leading design stores.
   In his former life, Charles was an award-winning teacher of` art, sculpture and 3D Design in London schools. In 
setting up Charles Lethaby Lighting, he brought to fruition a decade’s worth of dreams, ideas and ambitions.
   Charles graduated from Central Saint Martins in 2004 with a degree in Product Design. 
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